MCM Vision

MCM VISION:
Field a Common Set of Unmanned, Modular MCM Systems Employable from a Variety of Host Platforms or Shore Sites that can Quickly Counter the Spectrum of Mines to Enable Assured Access with Minimum Risk from Mines

VISION -------> ROADMAP -------> MCM PLAN

UNCLASSIFIED
Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Flt 0 & Follow-on MCM Mission Package

- Remote Mine Hunting System & AN/AQS20A
- Airborne Laser Mine Detection System
- Coastal Battlefield Reconnaissance & Analysis System
- Surface MCM Unmanned Underwater System

Mission Package

- Mission Module
- Full MIW Package

Organic Airborne and Surface Influence Sweep

Rapid Airborne Mine Clearance System

Airborne Mine Neutralization System

Unmanned Surface Vehicle Influence Sweep System

UNCLASSIFIED